The thin set theorem for n-tuples and ℓ colors asserts that for every finite coloring of the n-tuples of the integers, there is an infinite set of integers over which all the n-tuples use at most ℓ colors. Whenever ℓ = 1, the statement corresponds to Ramsey's theorem. From a computational viewpoint, the thin set theorem admits a threshold phenomenon, in that whenever the number of colors ℓ is sufficiently large with respect to the size n of the tuples, then the thin set theorem admits strong cone avoidance. In this paper, we exhibit the exact bound on this threshold, given the size of the tuples, and give new insights on the computational nature of Ramsey-type theorems.
Introduction
Ramsey's theorem asserts the existence, for every k-coloring of the n-tuples of integers, of an infinite set of integers, all of whose n-tuples are monochromatic. Ramsey's theorem plays a central role in reverse mathematics, as Ramsey's theorem for pairs historically provides a first example of a theorem which escapes the main observation of the early reverse mathematics, namely, the "Big Five" phenomenon [16] . From a computational viewpoint, Ramsey's theorem for n-tuples with n ≥ 3 admits computable 2-colorings of the n-tuples such that every monochromatic set computes the halting set [7] , while Ramsey's theorem for pairs does not [14] .
More recently, Wang [18] considered a weakening of Ramsey's theorem now known as the thin set theorem, in which the constraint of monochromaticity of the resulting set is relaxed so that more colors are allowed. He surprisingly proved that for every size n of the tuples, there exists a number of colors ℓ such that every computable coloring of the n-tuples into finitely many colors, there is an infinite set of integers whose n-tuples have at most ℓ colors and which does not compute the halting set. On the other hand, Dorais et al. [4] proved that whenever the number of colors ℓ is not large enough with respect to the size of the tuples k, then this is not the case. However, the lower bound of Dorais et al. grows slower than the upper bound of Wang. Therefore, Wang [18] naturally asked where the threshold lies.
In this paper, we address this question by exhibiting the exact bound at which this threshold phenomenon occurs, and reveal an intermediary computational behavior of the thin set theorem whenever the number ℓ of allowed colors in the outcome is exponential, but not large enough. We also provide some insights about the nature of the computational strength of Ramsey-type theorems.
1.1. Reverse mathematics and Ramsey's theorem. Reverse mathematics is a foundational program started by Harvey Friedman, which seeks to determine the This work was partially supported by a grant from the Simons Foundation (#315283 to Peter Cholak) and NSF Conference grants (DMS-1640836 and DMS-1822193 to Peter Cholak). optimal axioms to prove ordinary theorems. It uses the framework of second-order arithmetics, with a base theory, RCA 0 , informally capturing computable mathematics. The early study of reverse mathematics revealed an empirical structural phenomenon. More precisely, there are four systems of axioms, namely, WKL (weak König's lemma), ACA (arithmetical comprehension axiom), ATR and Π 1 1 CA, in increasing logical order, such that almost every theorem of ordinary mathematics is either provable in RCA 0 (hence computationally true), or equivalent over RCA 0 to one of those four systems. These systems, together with RCA 0 , form the "Big Five" [10] . See Simpson [16] for a reference book on the early reverse mathematics.
Among the theorems studied in reverse mathematics, Ramsey's theorem received a special attention, as it was historically the first example of a theorem escaping this structural phenomenon. In what follows, [X] n denotes the set of all unordered n-tuples over X. Definition 1.1 (Ramsey's theorem). Given n, k ≥ 1, RT n k is the statement "For every coloring f : [ω] n → k, there is an infinite f -homogeneous set, that is, a set H ⊆ ω such that |f [H] n | = 1." Ramsey's theorem can be seen as a mathematical problem, expressed in terms of instances and solutions. Here, an instance is a coloring f : [ω] n → k, and a solution to f is an infinite f -homogeneous set. Jockusch [7] first studied Ramsey's theorem from a computational viewpoint. In particular, he constructed, for every n ≥ 3, a computable coloring f : [ω] n → 2 such that every infinite f -homogeneous computes the halting set. When formalized in the framework of reverse mathematics, this shows that RT n 2 is equivalent to ACA whenever n ≥ 3. The case of Ramsey's theorem for pairs was a long-standing open problem, until solved by Seetapun and Slaman [14] using what is now known as cone avoidance. Definition 1.2. A problem P admits cone avoidance if for every pair of sets C ≤ T Z and every Z-computable instance of P, there is a solution Y such that C ≤ T Y ⊕ Z.
Seetapun and Slaman proved that Ramsey's theorem for pairs (RT 2 k ) admits cone avoidance. In particular, when taking Z to be a computable set and C to be the halting set, this shows that every computable instance of RT 2 k admits a solution which does not compute the halting set. Proving that a problem admits cone avoidance implies in particular that this problem does not imply ACA over RCA 0 .
1.2. The thin set theorem. Friedman [5] first suggested to study a weakening of Ramsey's theorem, the thin set theorem, which asserts that every coloring of f : [ω] n → ω admits an infinite set H ⊆ ω such that [H] n avoids at least one color, that is, f [H] n = ω. We shall however consider stronger statements defined by Miller [10] and that we also refer to as thin set theorems. Definition 1.3 (Thin set theorem). Given n, ℓ ≥ 1, RT n <∞,ℓ is the statement "For every k and every coloring f : [ω] n → k, there is an infinite set H such that |f [H] n | ≤ ℓ." Whenever k = ℓ + 1, we obtain a statement close to the one defined by Friedman, but for finite colorings. However, in reverse mathematics, the initial number of colors k of the coloring f : [ω] n → k is not relevant as soon as k ≥ ℓ. Whenever ℓ = 1, we obtain Ramsey's theorem.
Wang [18] studied the thin set theorem (under the name Achromatic Ramsey Theorem), and surprisingly proved that whenever ℓ is sufficiently large with respect to n, then RT n <∞,ℓ admits cone avoidance. His proof is an inductive interplay between the combinatorial and the computational weakness of the thin set theorems, which involves the notion of strong cone avoidance. Definition 1.4. A problem P admits strong cone avoidance if for every pair of sets C ≤ T Z and every (arbitrary) instance of P, there is a solution Y such that C ≤ T Y ⊕ Z.
Contrary to cone avoidance, strong cone avoidance does not consider only Zcomputable instances of P, but arbitrary ones. Thus, while cone avoidance expresses a computational weakness of the problem P, strong cone avoidance reveals a combinatorial weakness, in the sense that even with an unlimited amount of power for defining the instance of P, one cannot code the set C in its solutions.
Wang proved that for every n ≥ 1 and every sufficiently large ℓ, RT n <∞,ℓ admits strong cone avoidance, and in particular cone avoidance. On the other hand, Dorais et al. [4] proved that for every n ≥ 3, RT n <∞,2 n−2 −1 does not admit cone avoidance. However, the explicit bound given by Wang is the Schröder sequence, which starts with 1, 2, 6, 22, 90, 394, 1806, 8558, . . . and grows faster than the lower bound of Dorais et al. In particular, this left open whether RT 3 <∞,5 and RT 3 <∞,4 admit cone avoidance.
Note that in the case of the thin set theorems, there is a formal relationship between strong cone avoidance and cone avoidance. Theorem 1.5. For every n, ℓ ≥ 1, RT n <∞,ℓ admits strong cone avoidance if and only if RT n+1 <∞,ℓ admits cone avoidance. Proof. ⇒ (Wang [18] ). Fix C ≤ T Z and a Z-computable coloring f : [ω] n+1 → k. Let G = {x 0 < x 1 < . . . } be a sufficiently generic set for computable Mathias genericity [1] . In particular, for every x ∈ [G] n , lim y∈G f ( x, y) exists. Moreover, by Wang [18, Lemma 2.6] , C ≤ T G ⊕ Z. Let g : [ω] n → k be defined by g(i 0 , . . . , i n−1 ) = f (x i0 , . . . , x in−1 ). By strong cone avoidance of RT n <∞,ℓ applied to g, there is an infinite set H such that |g[H] n | ≤ ℓ and such that C ≤ T H ⊕ G ⊕ Z. The set H ⊕G⊕Z computes an infinite set S such that |f [S] n+1 | ≤ ℓ. In particular, C ≤ T S ⊕ Z.
⇐: Fix C ≤ T Z and an arbitrary coloring f : [ω] n → k. By Patey [11, Theorem 2.6], there is an infinite set B such that f is ∆ 0 2 (B) and C ≤ T B⊕Z. By Shoenfield's limit lemma [15] , there is a B-computable coloring g : [ω] n+1 → k such that for every x ∈ [ω] n , lim y g( x, y) = f ( x). By cone avoidance of RT n <∞,ℓ , there is an infinite set H such that |g[H] n+1 | ≤ ℓ and such that C ≤ T B ⊕ H ⊕ Z. In particular, |f [H] n | ≤ ℓ. This completes the proof.
Strong cone avoidance has therefore two main interests: First, it gives some insight about the combinatorial nature of a problem P, by expressing the unability of the problem P to code some fixed set even with an arbitrary instance. Second, it can be used as a tool to prove that a problem does not imply ACA over RCA 0 .
Thin set theorems and sparsity
Some degrees of unsolvability can be described by the ability to compute fastgrowing functions. For example, a Turing degree is hyperimmune if it contains a function which is not computably dominated. By Martin's domination theorem, a Turing degree is high, that is, d ′ ≤ 0 ′ if it contains a function dominating every computable function. The notion of modulus establishes a bridge between the ability to compute fast-growing functions and the ability to compute sets.
In the case of Ramsey's theorem and more generally Ramsey-type theorems, one usually proves lower bounds by constructing an instance such that every solution H will be sufficiently sparse, so that its principal function p H is sufficiently fastgrowing.
Consider for example Ramsey's theorem for pairs and two colors (RT 2 2 ). Given an arbitrary function g : ω → ω, one can define a function f :
≤ y and f (x, y) = 0 otherwise. Then every infinite f -homogeneous set H will be of color 1, and the principal function p H will dominate g. By taking g to be a modulus for the halting set, this proves that RT 2 2 does not admit strong cone avoidance.
2.1. Ramsey-type theorems and sparsity. Many theorems coming from Ramsey's theory share some structural features considering the class of the solutions of a given instance. In what follows, [X] ω denotes the class of all infinite subsets of X.
One can easily check that given an instance f : [ω] n → k of the thin set theorems, and some ℓ, the collection of all infinite sets H such that |f [H] n | ≤ ℓ is a Ramseylike class. Since the collection of the solutions of a Ramsey-like class is closed under subset, one can intuitively only compute with positive information, in that the absence of an integer in a solution H is not informative. It is therefore natural to conjecture that the only computational power of Ramsey-type theorems comes from the sparsity of their solutions, and thus from their ability to compute fast-growing functions.
The first result towards this intuition is the characterization of the sets which are computed by a downward-closed class, as those who admit a modulus function. We say that a set A is computably encodable if there is a downward-closed class
Theorem 2.4 (Solovay [17] , Groszek and Slaman [6] ). Given a set A, the following are equivalent
(a) A is computably encodable (b) A is hyperarithmetic (c) A admits a modulus
In particular, since the set of solutions of an instance f of RT n <∞,ℓ is Ramsey-like, if every solution to f computes a set A, then A is computably encodable, hence admits a modulus.
One can obtain a more precise result when the computation is uniform. 1 A function g is a uniform modulus for a set A if there is a Turing functional Φ such that Φ f = A for every function f dominating g. The following proposition shows that the uniform computation of a set by a Ramsey-type class can only be done by the sparsity of its members. 
We have two cases.
W -compute A, and this uniformly in f .
This completes the proof.
However, the previous theorem cannot be generalized to non-uniform computations. In particular, there exists a set A and an instance f of RT 2 2 such that every solution to f computes A, but not through sparsity. We claim that every infinite f -homogeneous set computes an infinitef -homogeneous set. Let H be an infinite f -homogeneous set for some color i < 2. One of the two sets is infinite:
Last, we prove (b). Let
is an infinite f -homogeneous set for color i. Moreover, p G0 and p G1 are both dominated by the computable function which to n, associates max{2h(σ) + 1 : |σ| = n}. This completes the proof.
Last, if we restrict ourselves to computable instances, one can prove that even non-uniform computation is done by sparsity. The following lemma tells us in some sense that whenever considering computable instances of RT n <∞,ℓ , the analysis of the functions it dominates can be done without loss of generality by the study of the sparsity of its thin sets. Definition 2.7. Given a function g : ω → ω, a domination modulus is a function ν g : ω → ω such that every function dominating ν g computes a function dominating g. 
Proof.
Fix g and f . Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is an infinite set H such that |f [H] n | ≤ ℓ and such that p H is not a domination modulus for g. By definition, there is a function h dominating p H such that h does not computes a function dominating g. Let T ⊆ ω <ω be the h-computably bounded tree defined by
In particular, H ∈ [T ], so the tree is infinite. Moreover, any infinite path through T is an RT n <∞,ℓ -solution to f . By the hyperimmune-free basis theorem [8] relative to h, there is an infinite set S ∈ [T ] such that every S-computable function is dominated by an h-computable function. In particular, S does not compute a function dominating g. Contradiction.
The strength of the thin set theorems
In this section, we study the ability of thin set theorems to compute fast-growing functions. More precisely, given a fixed function g : ω → ω and some n ≥ 1, we determine the largest number of colors ℓ such that there exists an instance of RT n <∞,ℓ such that every solution computes a function dominating g. Thanks to the notion of modulus, we will then apply this analysis to determine which sets can be computed by RT n <∞,ℓ whenever n, ℓ ≥ 1. As explained, one approach to prove that RT n <∞,ℓ implies the existence of fastgrowing functions is to define a coloring f : [ω] n → k such that every solution H is sparse, and then use the principal function of H.
Otherwise, it is g-small. By extension, we say that a finite set F is g-
Given a function f : Proof. We prove this by induction over n ≥ 1. Then case n = 1 vacuously holds, since f 1 : ω → { } has no infinite f 1 -thin set. Furthermore, assume without loss of generality that g is increasing. Given
and gap(a, b) = s otherwise. Let H be an infinite f n -thin set, say for color j 0 , . . . , j n−2 . We have several cases.
Case 1: H is f n -thin for color s, s, . . . , s . Then for every x 0 < · · · < x n−1 ∈ H, [x 0 , x n−1 ] is g-large since g is increasing. Then the function which to i associates the (i + n)th element of H dominates g.
Case 2: H is f n -thin for color j 0 , . . . , j i−1 , ℓ, s, s, s, . . . , s . Case 2.1: H is f i+1thin for color j 0 , . . . , j i−1 (where j 0 , . . . , j i−1 = if i = 0). Then by induction hypothesis, H computes a function dominating g. Case 2.2: There is some x 0 < x 1 < · · · < x i ∈ H such that f i+1 (x 0 , . . . , x i ) = j 0 , . . . , j i−1 . Let t > x i be such that gap(x i , t) = ℓ. We claim that for every tuple x i+1 < · · · < x n−1 ∈ H −{0, . . . , t}, [x i+1 , x n−1 ] is g-large. Indeed, since x i+1 > t, then gap(x i , x i+1 ) = ℓ, and by choice of i, H is f n -thin for color j 0 , . . . , j i−1 , ℓ, s, . . . , s . So all the intervals cannot be small after x i+1 , and since g is increasing, [x i+1 , x n−1 ] is g-large. The function which to u associates the (u+n−i)th element of H −{0, . . . , t} dominates g. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. [4] ). For every n ≥ 2 and k ≥ 1, there is a computable instance of RT n+k <∞,2 n−1 −1 such that every solution computes ∅ (k) .
such that every infinite fthin set computes a function dominating g, hence computes ∅ (k) . By Schoenfield's limit lemma, there is a computable function h :
[ω] n+k → 2 n−1 such that for every
Every infinite h-thin set is f -thin, and therefore computes ∅ (k) .
One can wonder about the optimality of Theorem 3.2. In particular, for n = 3, given a function g : ω → ω, is there a function f : [ω] 3 → 5 such that every infinite f -thin set computes a function dominating g?
When considering the function constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.2, there seems at first sight to be some degrees of freedom. In particular, given some a < b < c, whenever [a, b] and [b, c] are both g-small, [a, c] can be either g-large or g-small. A candidate function would therefore be
However, as we shall see in Section 5, the last component gap(a, c) is of no help to compute fast-growing functions, in the sense if g is not dominated by any computable function, then one can avoid the color s, s, ℓ without dominating g. Figure 1 . The following pattern can be avoided thanks to the GAP principle studied in Section 5.
Actually, we shall see that in Section 4 that Theorem 3.2 is optimal in the sense that for every function g which is hyperimmune relative to every arithmetical set, for every n ≥ 1 and every instance of RT n 2 n−1 +1,2 n−1 , there is a solution which does not compute a function dominating g. We can however obtain better results in the case of left-c.e. functions. Definition 3.6. A function g : ω → ω is left-c.e. if there is a uniformly computable sequence of functions g 0 , g 1 , . . . such that for every x, g 0 (x), g 1 (x), . . . is a nondecreasing sequence converging to g(x).
The interesting feature of left-c.e. functions is that the set of their small intervals is c.e. Indeed, [a, b] is g-small iff there is some i ∈ ω such that g i (a) > b. Definition 3.7. Let g : ω → ω be a left-c.e. increasing function with approxima-
Note that if [a, b] is g-large, then it is c-g-large for every c. Therefore, this notion is interesting to classify g-small sets. Moreover, being c-g-large or c-g-small is decidable, contrary to g-largeness and g-smallness. From now on, we will assume that g is strictly increasing, and grows sufficiently fast
Before proving our main lower bound theorem, we need to introduce a combinatorial tool, namely, largeness graphs. They will be useful to count the number of colors needed for our theorem.
Given a tuple x 0 < x 1 < · · · < x n−1 , we study the properties of the graph whose vertices are {0, . . . , n − 1}, and such that for every i < n − 1, there is an edge between i and i + 1 if [x i , x i+1 ] is g-large, and for every i + 1 < j < n, there is an edge between i and j if [x i , x i+1 ] is x j -g-small. This yields the notion of largeness graph.
then any value larger than x j+1 will already witness the smallness of all the g-small intervals before
Actually, by (a), we already know that [x j−1 , x j ] is g-small. What Property (d) adds is that this smallness is witnessed by time x k . We can ensure this extra property by changing the enumeration g 0 , g 1 , . . . such that whenever g s (x) < g s+1 (x), then g s (y) < g s+1 (y) for every y ≥ x. 3  0  1  2  3  0  1  2  3   0  1  2  3  0  1  2  3  0  1  2  3   0  1  2  3  0  1  2  3  0  1  2  3   0  1  2  3  0  1  2  3  0  1  2  3   0  1  2  3  0  1 In other words, G 0 ∼ G 1 if and only if only the edges of the form {i, i + 1} can vary.
Lemma 3.11. Every largeness graph of size n ≥ 1 is equivalent to a packed largeness graph.
Proof. Let G 0 = ({0, . . . , n − 1}, E 0 ) be a largeness graph of size n. Let E 1 = E 0 {{i, i + 1} : i < n − 1} and G 1 = ({0, . . . , n − 1}, E 1 ). We claim that G 1 is a largeness graph by checking properties (a-d). Properties (a) and (b) are vacuously true. Properties (c) and (d) are inherited from G 0 . By construction, G 0 ∼ G 1 and G 1 is packed.
Proof. We check that Property (a-d) are satisfied for G 1 .
(a) We need to check that for every j > ℓ
Lemma 3.14. Every largeness graph of size n ≥ 2 is equivalent to a normal largeness graph.
Proof. Fix a largeness graph G 0 = ({0, . . . , n − 1}, E 0 ). By iterating Lemma 3.12, there is a graph G 1 = ({0, . . . , n − 1}, E 1 ) equivalent to G 0 such that for every
Example of a non-normal largeness graph equivalent to a normal one.
The following lemma will be very useful for counting purposes.
Lemma 3.15. The following are in one-to-one correspondance for every n ≥ 2: (i) packed largeness graphs of size n (ii) normal largeness graphs of size n (iii) largeness graphs of size n − 1
Proof. (i) ⇔ (ii): By Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.14, every equivalence class from ∼ contains a packed largeness graph of size n and a normal largeness graph of size n. Moreover, there cannot be two packed largeness graphs in the same equivalence class. We now prove that two normal largeness graphs cannot belong to the same equivalence class. Indeed, let G 0 = ({0, . . . , n−1}, E 0 ) and G 1 = ({0, . . . , n−1}, E 1 ) be two normal largeness graphs of size n such that G 0 ∼ G 1 but G 0 = G 1 . Then without loss of generality, we can assume there is some i < n−1 such that {i, i+1} ∈ E 0 and {i, i + 1} ∈ E 1 . By definition of normality, {n − 2, n − 1} ∈ E 0 ∩ E 1 , so by property (b) of the definition of a largeness graph, {i, n − 1} ∈ E 1 , and by property (a) of the definition of a largeness graph,
The edges with endpoint n − 1 are all uniquely determined by the definition of a largeness graph, so the graph G 1 is unique. Conversely, given a normal largeness graph G 1 , the subgraph induced by removing the last node is a largeness graph.
We will now count the number of packed and general largeness graphs of size n. For this, let us define Catalan numbers. Let d 0 , d 1 , . . . be the Catalan sequence inductively defined by d 0 = 1 and
. . . Note that this sequence corresponds to the OEIS sequence A000108. Lemma 3.16. For every n ≥ 0, there exists exactly d n many largeness graphs of size n.
Proof. By induction over n. By convention, there exists a unique largeness graph with no nodes, and we let d 0 = 1. Assume the property holds for every j ≤ n. Consider an arbitrary largeness graph of size n + 1. Let i < n be the least index such that {i, i + 1} has an edge, if it exists. If there is no such index, then set i = n. We have two cases.
Case 1: i = 0. Then all the edges with the endpoint 0 are already specified, and the graph with nodes {1, . . . , n} is unspecified. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, there are d n many possibilities. Since d 0 = 1, there are d i · d n−1 many possibilities. Case 2: 0 < i ≤ n. Then by minimality of i, there is no edge {j, j + 1} for any j < i, and an edge {i, i + 1}. By definition of a largeness coloring, all the edges between nodes on the left of i and on the right of i + 1 are fully specified. However, the subgraph on {0, . . . , i} can be an arbitrary packed largeness graph of size i + 1, and the subgraph on {i + 1, . . . , n} can be an arbitrary largeness graph of size n − i. By the one-to-one correspondence between packed largeness graphs of size i + 1 and largeness graphs of size i, and by induction hypothesis, there are d i · d n−i many possibilities. See Figure 4 .
Summing up the possibilities, we get d n+1 = n i=0 d i d n−i . This completes the proof.
It follows that d n is also the number of packed largeness graphs of size n + 1, and the number of normal largeness graphs of size n + 1.
We are ready to prove our main lower bound theorem. Proof. Let L n be the collection of all largeness graphs of size n. For every n ≥ 1, we construct a function f n : [ω] n → L n such that every infinite f n -thin set computes a function dominating g. By Lemma 3.16, the range of f n has size at most d n . The case n = 1 is vacuously true, since d 1 = 1, and there is no infinite thin set for a 1-coloring of ω.
Assume that the property holds up to n−1. Let f n (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) be the largeness
We now prove that any infinite f -thin set computes a function dominating g. Let H be an infinite f -thin set for some largeness graph G = ({0, . . . , n − 1}, E). We have two cases.
Case 1: G is not a packed largeness graph. There is some i < n−1 such that {i, i+ 1} ∈ E. There must be some x 0 < · · · < x i ∈ H such that f i+1 (x 0 , . . . , x i ) is the largeness subgraph of G of size i + 1 induced by the vertices {0, 1, . . . , i}, otherwise H is f i+1 -thin, and by induction hypothesis, H computes a function dominating g and we are done. Let t be large enough such that [x i , t] is g-large. There must be some x i+1 < · · · < x n−1 ∈ H − {0, . . . , t} such that f n−i−1 (x i+1 , . . . , x n−1 ) is the largeness subgraph of G induced by the vertices {i + 1, . . . , n − 1}, otherwise H − {0, . . . , t} is f n−i−1 -thin, and by induction hypothesis, H computes a function dominating g. In particular, [x i , x i+1 ] is g-large, so f (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) = G. This contradicts the fact that H is f n -thin for color G.
Case 2: G is a packed largeness graph. Note that the set
is H-c.e. Indeed, this requires only to check that for i
Therefore, it suffices to prove that for every t ∈ ω, there is such a tuple with t < min{x 0 , . . . , x n−1 }. Indeed, if so, the function h : ω → ω which on t H-computably searches for such a tuple {x 0 , . . . , x n−1 } ∈ W and outputs x n−1 is a function dominating g. By Lemma 3.14, there is a normal largeness graph G 1 = ({0, . . . , n − 1}, E 1 ) ∼ G. For every t ∈ ω, there is some x 0 < · · · < x n−2 ∈ H − {0, . . . , t} such that f n−1 (x 0 , . . . , x n−2 ) is the largeness subgraph of G 1 of size n − 1 induced by the vertices {0, . . . , n − 2}, otherwise H − {0, . . . , t} is f n−1 -thin, and by induction hypothesis, H computes a function dominating g. Let x n−1 ∈ H be sufficiently large so that [x n−2 , x n−1 ] is g-large. Then f n (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) = G 1 , and therefore {x 0 , . . . , x n−1 } ∈ W . This completes the proof of Theorem 3.17. Proof. Let g : ω → ω be a ∅ (k) -computable modulus of ∅ (k) . By Theorem 3.17, there is a ∅ (k) -computable function f = [ω] n → d n such that every infinite fthin set computes a function dominating g, hence computes ∅ (k) . By Schoenfield's limit lemma, there is a computable function h :
[ω] n+k → d n such that for every
By a relativization of the proof of Theorem 3.17 and using more colors, one can code every arithmetical set. Proof. Fix n and A. Since A is arithmetical, it is ∆ 0 k+1 for some k ∈ ω. Let Γ be a functional such that for every set X, Γ X is a left-c.e. modulus of X ′ relative to X, that is, for every function g dominating Γ X , g ⊕ X ≥ T X ′ .
Let Ψ n be the functional such that Ψ X n (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) is the largeness coloring of (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) defined by setting
By a relativization of the proof of Theorem 3.17, for every Ψ X n -thin set H, H ⊕X computes a function dominating Γ X , hence computes X ′ . Let f n (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) = Ψ ∅ n (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ), . . . , Ψ ∅ (k−1)
n (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 )
See f n as an instance of RT n <∞,dn−1 . Let H be an infinite set such that |f n [H] n | ≤ d n − 1. In particular,
The weakness of the thin set theorems
Wang [18] proved that RT n <∞,ℓ admits strong cone avoidance whenever ℓ is at least the nth Schröder number, and asked whether this bound is optimal. In this section, we answer negatively this question and prove that the exact bound corresponds to Catalan numbers. We also prove the tightness of Dorais et al. [4] by proving that RT n <∞,ℓ admits strong cone avoidance for non-arithmetical cones whenever ℓ ≥ 2 n−1 .
Definition 4.1. Let Dec n be the set of all strictly decreasing non-empty sequences over {1, . . . , n − 1}. Given some σ ∈ Dec n , we let σ + be its last (smallest) element, and σ − be the sequence truncated by its last element. If |σ| = 1, then σ − is the empty sequence ǫ. By convention, we also define ε + = n.
By a simple counting argument, |Dec n | = 2 n−1 − 1. Indeed, the strictly decreasing non-empty sequences over {1, . . . , n − 1} are in one-to-one correspondance with the non-empty subsets of {1, . . . , n − 1}.
We will use the set of decreasing sequences in the proof of Theorem 4.3. See the explanations before Definition 4.4. We also need the following technical definition which will be used in Lemma 4.10.
Definition 4.2. Fix n ∈ ω and a vector ℓ = ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , . . . , ℓ n of integers. Given some σ = n 0 n 1 . . . n s ∈ Dec n , let ℓ(n, σ) = ℓ n−n0 × ℓ n1−n0 × · · · × ℓ ns−1−ns . By convention, ℓ(n, ε) = 1. Proof. Fix n, M, B, and f .
Given two sets A and B, we write A ⊆ n B for A ⊆ B and |A| ≤ n. We identify an integer k ∈ ω with the set {0, . . . , k − 1}. We want to construct an infinite set G such that A ≤ T G ⊕ C for every C ∈ M, and f [G] n ⊆ ℓ k. Suppose there is no such set, otherwise we are done. We are going to build our set G by forcing.
Let us illustrate the general idea in the case n = 3 with a function f : [ω] 3 → k. We write P s (X) for the collection of all finite subsets of X of size s. Our goal is to build an infinite set G such that f [G] 3 will use at most ℓ colors. For this, we will use a variant of Mathias forcing with conditions of the form (F K , X : K ∈ P ℓ (k)). Here, we build simultaneously |P ℓ (k)| = k ℓ many solutions. For each K ∈ P ℓ (k), F K represents a finite stem of a solution G K such that f [G] 3 ⊆ K. We will ensure that at least one of G K : K ∈ P ℓ (k) will be infinite and be cone avoiding. The set X is a shared reservoir from which all the future elements of F K will come. During the construction, the reservoir X will become more and more restrictive, so that Π 0 1 facts about the constructed solution can be forced. We therefore require a condition c = (F K , X : K ∈ P ℓ (k)) to satisfy the following property:
(1): For every K ∈ P ℓ (k), f [F K ] 3 ⊆ K. However, this property is not enough to ensure that the stems are extendible. Indeed, given a finite set E ⊆ X satisfying again f [E] 3 ⊆ K, it may not be the case that f [F K ∪ E] 3 ⊆ K. A bad case is when there is some x ∈ F K such that for every y, z ∈ X, f (x, y, z) ∈ K. Another bad case is when for some x, y ∈ F K , for every z ∈ X, f (x, y, z) ∈ K. We therefore need to strengthen the property (1). We would therefore want add the following properties:
(2.1): For every K ∈ P ℓ (k), every x, y ∈ F K , lim z f (x, y, z) ∈ K.
(2.2): For every K ∈ P ℓ (k), every x ∈ F K , lim y lim z f (x, y, z) ∈ K. Properties (2.1) and (2.2) are in charge of propagating property (1) 
There is however an issue: the function there is no reason to believe the function f admits a limit. By Ramsey's theorem, we know there is a restriction Y of the reservoir X over which f admits a limit, but we cannot ensure that Y ∈ M. We will therefore have to "guess" every possibility of limiting behavior of the function f . The limiting behavior of the function f can be specified by two functions g 2 : [ω] 2 → k and g 1 : ω → k, which informally should satisfy the equations g 2 (x, y) = lim z f (x, y, z) and g 1 (x) = lim y lim z f (x, y, z). The equations become:
(2.1): For every K ∈ P ℓ (k), every x, y ∈ F K , g 2 (x, y) ∈ K. (2.2): For every K ∈ P ℓ (k), every x ∈ F K , g 1 (x) ∈ K.
Since we don't know the functions g 2 and g 1 ahead of time, we will need to try every possibility. Therefore, the notion of forcing becomes (F K g2,g1 , X : K ∈ P ℓ (k), g 2 :
[ω] 2 → k, g 1 : ω → k). A condition must satisfy the following properties for every K ∈ P ℓ (k), every g 2 : [ω] 2 → k, and every g 1 : ω → k:
As explained, properties (2.1) and (2.2) are useful to propagate Property (1). However, we will encounter a similar issue of the propagation of Property (2.1): Suppose that there is some x ∈ F K g2,g1 such that for every y ∈ X, g 2 (x, y) ∈ K. Then the property (2.1) will never be satisfied for F K g2,g1 for any set E ⊆ X. We need to also consider the limiting behavior of the function g 2 . It is specified by a function g 2,1 : ω → k. The notion of forcing becomes (F K g2,g2,1,g1 , X : K ∈ P ℓ (k), g 2 :
[ω] 2 → k, g 2,1 : ω → k, g 1 : ω → k). A condition must satisfy the following properties for every K ∈ P ℓ (k), every g 2 : [ω] 2 → k, every g 2,1 : [ω] 2 → k and every g 1 : ω → k:
Thus, Property (2.1.1) is necessary to propagate Property (2.1), and Properties (2.1) and (2.2) are necessary for Property (1) . Actually, for technical reasons appearing in Lemma 4.10, given a function f : [ω] 3 → k, we will define its limit behavior g 2 on a < b by applying RT 3−2 <∞,ℓ3−2 to the function c → f (a, b, c) and let g 2 (a, b) be the resulting set of colors. Therefore, g 2 (a, b) will not be a single limit color, but a set of colors of size ℓ 3−2 . Thus g 2 has type [ω] 2 → P ℓ3−2 (k). Similarly, g 1 will be defined on a by applying RT 3−1 <∞,ℓ3−1 to the function (b, c) → f (a, b, c) and let g 1 (a) be the limit set of colors of size ℓ 3−1 . So g 1 has type ω → P ℓ3−1 . Last, g 2,1 is now defining the limit behavior of the function g 2 :
[ω] → P ℓ3−2 (k). It will be defined on input a by applying RT 2−1 <∞,ℓ2−1 to the function b → g 2 (a, b). Then, we get ℓ 2−1 many values of g 2 . However, the values of g 2 are also sets of colors of size ℓ 3−2 . Therefore, g 2,1 (a) will collect a set of colors of size ℓ 3−2 × ℓ 2−1 . Thus g 2,1 is of type ω → P ℓ3−2×ℓ2−1 (k). Notice that the number of colors corresponds to Definition 4.2. The notion of forcing becomes (F K g2,g2,1,g1 , X : K ∈ P ℓ (k), g 2 :
[ω] 2 → P ℓ1 (k), g 2,1 : ω → P ℓ1 (k), g 1 : ω → P ℓ1 (k)). A condition must satisfy the following properties for every K ∈ P ℓ (k), every g 2 :
[ω] 2 → P ℓ1 (k), every g 2,1 : [ω] 2 → P ℓ1 (k) and every g 1 : ω → P ℓ1 (k):
( Last, we can use compactness to the definition of a condition. Indeed, if for every g 2 : [ω] 2 → P ℓ1 (k), every g 2,1 : [ω] 2 → P ℓ1 (k) and every g 1 : ω → P ℓ1 (k), we can find a tuple F K g2,g2,1,g1 : K ∈ P ℓ (k) satisfying properties (1), (2.1), (2.1.1) and (2.2), then we can find finitely many such tuples covering all the possible functions g 2 , g 2,1 and g 1 . Therefore, a condition becomes a tuple (F K g2,g2,1,g1 , X : K ∈ P ℓ (k), g 2 : [{0, . . . , p − 1}] 2 → P ℓ1 (k), g 2,1 : {0, . . . , p − 1} → P ℓ1 (k), g 1 : {0, . . . , p − 1} → P ℓ1 (k)) satisfying properties (1), (2.1), (2.1.1) and (2.2).
The exact computation of the size ℓ of the set K appears in Case 2 of Lemma 4.13, in order to force Π 0 1 facts. Definition 4.4. Let I <ω be the set of all tuples g = g σ : σ ∈ Dec n such that for every σ ∈ Dec n , g σ is a function of type [{0, . . . , p − 1}] σ + → P ℓ(n,σ) (k) for some p ∈ ω. We then let the height of g be ht( g) = p. Let I ω be the set of all tuples h = h σ : σ ∈ Dec n such that for every σ ∈ Dec n , h σ is a function of type [ω] σ + → P ℓ(n,σ) (k).
An index set is a finite set I ⊆ I <ω such that for every h ∈ I ω , there is a tuple g ∈ I, such that h ≤ g. Given two index sets I, J, we write J ≤ I if for every h ∈ J, there is some g ∈ I such that h ≤ g). The height of an index I is ht(I) = max{ht( g) : g ∈ I}.
is an infinite set with min X > h(I)
Note that the reservoir X is shared with all the stems F K g . We refer to g as a branch of the condition c. Each branch can be seen as specifying k ℓ simultaneous Mathias conditions (F K g , X) for each K ∈ P ℓ (k). Also note that, letting σ = ǫ, we require that f [F K g ] n ⊆ K for each g ∈ I. The notion of (h ǫ , h)-compatibility has been designed so that one can join two sets F and E satisfying property (b) of a forcing condition, and obtain a set F ∪ E still satisfying property (b), as proven in Lemma 4.8.
Lemma 4.8. Let h ∈ I ω and g ∈ I <ω be such that h ≤ g. Let h ǫ = g ǫ be a function of type [ω] n → P 1 (k). Let F and E be two sets such that F < ht( g) < E and
Proof. Let σ ∈ Dec n ∪ {ǫ} and p = σ + . Recall that by convention, ǫ + = n. We
We have three cases. Case 1:
Definition 4.9. Let ≺ L be a linearization of the prefix order ≺ on Dec n . We have σ 0 ≺ L σ 1 ≺ L · · · ≺ L σ 2 n−1 −2 . Given p ∈ ω, let T p be the set of all sequences g σ0 , g σ1 , . . . , g σs for some s < 2 n−1 − 1, such that g σi : [p] σ + i → P ℓ(n,σi) (k). The empty sequence also belongs to T p . The set T p is naturally equipped with a partial order ≤ Tp corresponding to the prefix relation.
A T p -tree is a function S whose domain is T p , and such that S( g σ0 , g σ1 , . . . , g σs ) is a function h σs : [ω] σ + s → P ℓ(n,σi) (k). By convention, S( ) is a function h ǫ :
[ω] n → P 1 (k).
Note that the maximal sequences in T p are precisely the g ∈ I <ω such that ht( g) = p. In some sense, T p is the downward closure of such g under the ≺ L relation. The following lemma justifies the combinatorial design of the notion of forcing. Proof. Fix σ 0 ≺ L σ 1 ≺ L · · · ≺ L σ 2 n−1 −2 . We define inductively two sequences (a) X = X 0 ⊇ X 1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ X 2 n−1 −1 where X i ∈ M is an infinite set (b) g σ0 , g σ1 , . . . , g σ 2 n−1 −2 where g σi : [p] σ + i → P ℓ(n,σi) (k) This induces a sequence h ǫ , h σ0 , h σ1 , . . . , h σ 2 n−2 defined by h ǫ = S( ) and h σi = S( g σ0 , . . . , g σi ). Note that h σi ∈ M is a function of type [ω] σ + i → P ℓ(n,σi) (k). At step i < 2 n−1 − 1, we have already defined an infinite set X i ∈ M and the functions g σj and h σj for every j < i.
For each tuple {x 0 , . . . , x a−1 } ∈ [p] a , we can apply RT b−a <∞,ℓ b−a to x a , . . . , x b−1 → h τ (x 0 , . . . , x b−1 ) on the domain X i to obtain a set of colors C ∈ P ℓ b−a (P ℓ(n,τ ) (k)) and an infinite set
Let g σi (x 0 , . . . , x a−1 ) = C. Note that |C| = ℓ b−a and that each element of C has size ℓ(n, τ ), so | C| = ℓ(n, τ ) · ℓ b−a = ℓ(n, σ i ). By applying the operation iteratively for each tuple in [p] a , we obtain an infinite set X i+1 ⊆ X i in M and a function g σi : [p] a → P ℓ(n,σi) (k) such that for every {x 0 , . . . , x a−1 } ∈ [p] a and {x a , . . . ,
We then go to the next step. At the end of the construction, we obtain an infinite set X 2 n−1 −1 and some g ∈ I <ω satisfying the statement of our lemma. Definition 4.11. Let c = (F K g , X : K ∈ P ℓ (k), g ∈ I) be a condition and ϕ(G, x) be a ∆ 0
holds. Note that the forcing relation for Π 0 1 formulas seems too strong since no color restrain is imposed on the tuples over E. Let c = (F K g , X : K ∈ P ℓ (k), g ∈ I) be a condition. For every g ∈ I, let e K g : K ∈ P ℓ (k), g ∈ I be Turing indices. Then there is a branch g ∈ I and an R-extension d such that for every branch h ∈ R of d refining some branch g in c,
for some K ∈ P ℓ (k), some x ∈ ω and e = e K g . Proof. Fix σ 0 ≺ L σ 1 ≺ L · · · ≺ L σ 2 n−1 −2 . Fix p = ht(I), x ∈ ω and v < 2.
Given some ρ σ 2 n−1 −2 : [p] σ + 2 n−1 −2 → P ℓ(n,σ 2 n−1 −2 ) (k) and some h ǫ , h σ0 , . . . , h σ 2 n−1 −3 such that h ǫ : [ω] n → P 1 (k) and h σi :
be the Π 0 1 (X ⊕ C ⊕ h) class of all h σ 2 n−1 −2 :
[ω] σ + 2 n−1 −2 → P ℓ(n,σ 2 n−1 −2 ) (k) such that ρ σ 2 n−1 −2 ⊆ h σ 2 n−1 −2 and for every K ∈ P ℓ (k) and for every finite set E ⊆ X such
σ + 2 n−1 −3 → P ℓ(n,σ 2 n−1 −3 ) (k) such that ρ σ 2 n−1 −3 ⊆ h σ 2 n−1 −3 and for every ρ σ 2 n−1 −2 :
And so on. Then we let C x,v be the Π 0 1 (X ⊕ C) class of all h ǫ :
[ω] n → P 1 (k) such that for every ρ σ0 :
Note that W is an X ⊕ C-c.e. set. We have three cases.
• Case 1: There is some x ∈ ω such that (x, 1 − A(x)) ∈ W . By definition, C x,1−A(x) = ∅. In particular, the function
By compactness, there is some p 0 ∈ ω such that for every h σ0 :
By iterating the reasoning and assuming that p 0 is large enough to be the same witness of compactness, we obtain a non-empty collection R of h ∈ I <ω with ht( h) = p 0 satisfying the following two properties: First, letting J = R ∪ { g ∈ I : (∀ h ∈ R) h ≤ g}, the set J is an index set. Second, for each h ∈ R, there is some K ∈ P ℓ (k) and some finite set
• Case 2: There is some x ∈ ω such that (x, 0), (x, 1) ∈ W . In particular (x, A(x)) ∈ W , so C x,A(x) = ∅. Since M |= WKL, there is some T p -tree S ∈ M such that for every maximal sequence ρ = ρ σ0 , . . . , ρ σ 2 n−1 −2 ∈ T p , letting h ǫ = S( ) and for each i < 2 n−1 − 1 h σi = S( ρ σ0 , . . . , ρ σi ), for every K ∈ P ℓ (k) and for every finite set E ⊆ X such that h σ ( x) ⊆ K for each σ ∈ Dec n ∪ {ǫ} and
where g ∈ I is such that h ≤ g. By Lemma 4.10, there is an infinite set Y ⊆ X in M, and some ρ ∈ I <∞ with ht( g) = p, such that, letting h ǫ = S( ) and h = S(ξ) :
Since for each σ ∈ Dec n ∪{ǫ}, M |= RT σ + <∞,ℓ σ + , then by an iterative process, we obtain an infinite set Y 1 ⊆ Y in M and for each σ ∈ Dec n ∪ {ǫ} some set of colors C σ ∈ P ℓ σ + (P ℓ(n,σ) (k)) such that h σ [Y 1 ] σ + ⊆ C σ . In particular, for σ ∈ Dec n , |C σ | = ℓ σ + and each element of C σ has size ℓ(n, σ), so | C σ | = ℓ(n, σ) × ℓ σ + . Moreover, C ǫ ∈ P ℓn (P ℓ(n,ǫ) (k)) with ℓ(n, ǫ) = 1, so |C ǫ | = ℓ n and | C ǫ | = ℓ n . It follows that
Therefore, there is some K ∈ P ℓ (k) such that K ⊇ σ∈Decn∪{ǫ} C σ . By definition of a condition, g σ ( x) ⊆ K for each σ ∈ Dec n ∪ {ǫ} and
• Case 3: None of the above cases hold. In this case, we can X ⊕ C-compute the set A, contradicting our assumption.
For the simplicity of notation, given some h ∈ I ω and a condition c with index set I, we might write K h for K g where g is the unique branch in I such that h ≤ g. Let F be a sufficiently generic filter for this notion of forcing. By Lemma 4.13, there is some h ∈ I ω such that for every tuple of indices e K ∈ ω : K ∈ P ℓ (k) ,
for some c ∈ F , K ∈ P ℓ (k) and some x ∈ ω. We claim that there is some K ∈ P ℓ (k) such that for every index e ∈ ω,
for some c ∈ F and some x ∈ ω. Indeed, suppose not. Then for every K ∈ P ℓ (k), there is some e K such that for every c ∈ F and x ∈ ω, the equation (2) does not hold. Then this contradicts the equation (1) for the tuple e K ∈ ω : K ∈ P ℓ (k) .
In what follows, we fix F , h and K such that the equation (2) holds. Let Proof. Let t ∈ ω. Let Φ G⊕C e be the Turing functional which on input x searches for some y ∈ G such that y > t. If found, the program halts and output 1. Otherwise it diverges. Let c = (F K g , X : K ∈ P ℓ (k), g ∈ I) ∈ F and x be such that
. Unfolding the definition of the forcing relation, Φ 
Fix i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. The strings σ ∈ Dec n such that σ(0) = i are precisely the strings of the form i ⌢ τ for some τ ∈ Dec i ∪ {ǫ}. Therefore,
Therefore,
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.16.
Recall that d 0 , d 1 , . . . denotes the Catalan sequence, inductively defined by d 0 = 1 and where gap(a, b) = ℓ if [a, b] is g-large, and gap(a, b) = s otherwise. In this section, we prove that there always exists an infinite set H ⊆ ω which avoids the color s, s, ℓ and which does not compute the halting set. We define the corresponding problem GAP, and study its reverse mathematical strength. The notion of g-transitivity exactly says that the color s, s, ℓ is avoided for the previously defined function f . Statement 5.2. GAP is the statement "For every increasing function g : ω → ω, there is an infinite g-transitive set H." DGAP is the statement "For every ∆ 0 2 increasing function g : ω → ω, there is an infinite g-transitive set H."
The main motivation of the GAP principle is the study of strong cone avoidance of RT 3 5,4 . We start by proving that GAP follows from a stable version of the Erdős-Moser theorem, which is already known to admit strong cone avoidance. , in which case f (x 2n , x 2n+1 , x 2n+2 ) = 0, 0, 0 . Note that case 3 is the only one which prevents the reduction from being uniform, and case 4 is the only one which prevents the reduction from constructing an infinite set on which all the intervals are g-large. In particular, GAP ≤ sW RT 3 5,3 . Proof. Let f be a function dominating g. Let H = {x 0 < x 1 < . . . } be defined by x 0 = 0, and x n+1 = f (x n ). Then every interval in H is f -large, hence g-large, and in particular is g-transitive.
Definition 5. 10 . A function f : ω → ω is diagonally non-computable relative to X if f (e) = Φ X e (e) for every e ∈ ω. DNC is the statement "For every set X, there is a diagonally non-computable function relative to X."
We then say that a Turing degree is DNC if it contains a diagonally noncomputable function. The notion of DNC degree is very weak and not being able to bound such a degree is a good measure of the computability-theoretic weakness of a problem.
Theorem 5.11. Let g : ω → ω be an increasing function and f 0 , f 1 , . . . be a countable sequence of hyperimmune functions. Then there is an infinite g-transitive set H of non-DNC degree such that f i is H-hyperimmune for every i.
Proof. Suppose there is no computable infinite g-transitive set, otherwise we are done. We will build the set H using a variant of computable Mathias forcing. A condition is a pair (F, X) where F is a finite g-transitive set, X is an infinite, computable set such that max F < min X, and [x, y] is g-large for every x ∈ F and y ∈ X. A condition (E, Y ) extends (F, X) if F ⊆ E, Y ⊆ X and E F ⊆ X.
Every sufficiently generic filter for this notion of forcing yields an infinite gtransitive set G. Indeed, given a condition (F, X), one can pick any x ∈ X, add it to F , and remove finitely many elements from X to obtain an infinite set Y such that [x, y] is g-large for every y ∈ Y .
Lemma 5.12. Given a Turing functional Φ e , some i ∈ ω and a condition c, there is an extension d forcing either Φ G e to be partial, or Φ G e not to dominate f i . Proof. Fix a condition (F, X). Define the partial computable function h : ω → ω which on input n, searches for some finite sets
We have two cases. Case 1: h is total. Since f i is hyperimmune, there is some n such that h(n) < f i (n). Let E 0 < E 1 < · · · < E k−1 ⊆ X witness that h(n) ↓, and let Y be obtained from X by removing finitely many elements so that [x, y] is g-large for every x ∈ E i and y ∈ Y . Either there is some E j which is g-small, in which case, (F ∪ E i , Y ) is an extension forcing Φ G e (n) ↓< f i (n), or for every j < k, E j is g-large. Then H is made only of large intervals, so is g-transitive. (F ∪ H, Y ) is then an extension forcing again Φ G e (n) ↓< f i (n). Case 2: h is partial, say h(n) ↑. Let E 0 < E 1 < . . . be a maximal computable sequence of finite sets such that Φ F ∪Ej e (n) ↓ for each j. If the sequence is finite,
If the sequence is infinite, then letting Y = {max E j : j ∈ ω}, the condition (F, Y ) is an extension forcing again Φ G e (n) ↑.
By the previous lemma, f i is G-hyperimmune for every sufficiently generic for this notion of forcing and every i ∈ ω.
Lemma 5.13. Given a Turing functional Φ e , and a condition c, there is an extension d forcing either Φ G e to be partial, or Φ G e (n) = Φ n (n) for some n ∈ ω. Proof. Fix a condition (F, X). Define a maximal computable sequence E 0 < E 1 < · · · ⊆ X such that for every n, Φ F ∪En e (n) ↓. Suppose first that this sequence is finite, with maximum element E n , then (F, X − {0, . . . , max E n }) is an extension forcing Φ G e (n + 1) ↑. Suppose now that this sequence is infinite. Then, there must be infinitely many n such that Φ F ∪En e (n) ↓= Φ n (n), otherwise we would compute a DNC function. Let W = {n : Φ F ∪En e (n) ↓= Φ n (n)}. If E n is g-small for some n ∈ W , then in particular F ∪ E n is g-transitive. Let d = (F ∪ E n , Y ) where Y is obtained from X by removing finitely many elements so that [x, y] is g-large for every x ∈ E n . The condition d is an extension of c forcing Φ G e (n) = Φ n (n). If E n is g-large for every n ∈ W , then we can compute a function dominating g, and by Lemma 5.9, compute an infinite g-transitive set, contradicting our assumption.
By the previous lemma, G is not of DNC degree for every sufficiently generic for this notion of forcing. This completes the proof.
Definition 5.14 (Ascending descending sequence). Given a linear order (L, < L ), an ascending (descending) sequence is a set S such that for every x < N y ∈ S, x < L y (x > L y). ADS is the statement "Every infinite linear order admits an infinite ascending or descending sequence". SADS is the restriction of ADS to orders of type ω * + ω.
Proof. By Tennenbaum (see Rosenstein [13] ), there is a computable linear ordering L of order type ω + ω * with no computable infinite ascending or descending sequence. Let U and V the the ω and the ω * part, respectively. In particular, both U and V must be hyperimmune. By a relativization of Theorem 5.11, there is a Turing ideal M |= DGAP such that U and V are hyperimmune relative to every element of this model. However, U is not hyperimmune relative to any infinite ascending sequence for L, and the V part is not hyperimmune relative to any infinite descending sequence for L. Therefore, M |= SADS. Proof. Let g : ω → ω be the ∆ 0 2 function which on input x, returns max{f (y) : y ≤ x + 1}. Let H = {x 0 < x 1 < . . . } be an infinite g-transitive set. We claim that f does not dominate p H . Since H is g-transitive, there must be some n such that [x n , x n+1 ] is g-large, otherwise [x i , x j ] would be g-small for every i < j. In particular, p H (n + 1) = x n+1 ≥ g(x n ) ≥ f (n + 1) since n ≤ x n . This completes the proof. Proof. Csima et al. [3] and Conidis [2] proved that AMT is computably equivalent to the statement "For every ∆ 0 2 function f : ω → ω, there is a function not dominated by f ." Apply Theorem 5.17.
Theorem 5.19. For every ∆ 0 2 increasing function g, there is an infinite g-transitive set H of low degree.
Proof. Suppose there is no computable infinite g-transitive set, otherwise we are done. We construct the set H by the finite extension method. For this, we define a ∆ 0 2 sequence F 0 F 1 . . . of finite g-transitive sets such that F n+1 F n > F n , and then set H = n F n . Start with F 0 = {0}. At stage e, search ∅ ′ -computably for one of the following:
(i) Some non-empty finite set E > F e such that F e ∪ E is g-transitive, and Φ Fe∪E e (e) ↓ (ii) Some n such that for every non-empty finite set E > n, Φ Fe∪E e (e) ↑. We claim that one of the two must be found. Indeed, suppose (ii) is not found. Then there is an infinite computable sequence of non-empty finite sets E 0 < E 1 < . . . such that Φ Fe∪Ei e (e) ↓. If E i is g-large (meaning that [min E i , max E i ] is g-large) for all but finitely many i, then we can computably dominate the function g. Any function f dominating g computes a g-transitive set by constructing an infinite set consisting only of f -large (hence g-large) intervals. This contradicts the assumption that there is no computable infinite g-transitive set. If E i is g-small for infinitely many i, then pick some i such that [max F e , min E i ] is g-large. Then F e ∪ E i is g-transitive, and we are in the case (i).
If we are in case (i), set F e+1 = F e ∪ E, and if we are in case (ii), pick some x > n such that [max F e , x] is g-large, and set F e+1 = F e ∪ {x}. This completes the construction.
Corollary 5.20. RCA 0 + DGAP SEM.
Proof. Using a relativized version of Theorem 5.19, we can build a Turing ideal M |= DGAP with only low sets. By Kreuzer [9] , M |= SEM.
Definition 5.21. An infinite set H is immune if it has no computable infinite subset. A infinite set H is k-immune if there is no computable sequence of nonempty sets F 0 , F 1 , . . . such that F i > i, F i has at most k elements, and F i ∩ H = ∅. An infinite set H is constant-bound immune if it is k-immune for every k. We are actually interested in the case when the function g is a modulus for the halting set. In particular, ∅ ′ admits a left-c.e. modulus µ ∅ ′ . With the extra assumption that the function g is left-c.e., we can obtain a stronger preservation property, namely, preservation of countably many immune sets. The second theorem can be used to construct models of CAC together with the statement "For every X, there is an infinite transitive set for the modulus of X ′ " which is not a model of DNC, since CAC admits preservation of one constant-bound immunity which DNC does not (see Patey [12] ).
Theorem 5.23. Let g be an increasing left-c.e. function, B 0 , B 1 , . . . be a countable sequence of immune sets. Then there is an infinite g-transitive set H such that B i is H-immune for every i.
Proof. We construct the set H by the finite extension method. For this, we define a sequence F 0 F 1 . . . of finite g-transitive sets such that F n+1 F n > F n , and then set H = n F n . At stage s = e, i , we want to satisfy the following requirement:
R e,i : W H e is finite or W H e ⊆ B i Assume F s is already defined, and fix some threshold t such that [max F s , t] is glarge. For every n, computably search for a g-small finite set E n ≥ max(t, n) such that W Fs∪En e ∩ (n, ∞) = ∅. If not found, E n is undefined. Note that this search can be made computably since the function g is left-c.e., so being g-small is a c.e. event. If there is some n such that E n is undefined, then set F s+1 = F s ∪ {t}. We have ensured that max W H e ≤ n. If E n is defined for every n, then there must be some n such that W Fs∪En e ⊆ B i , otherwise n W Fs∪En e would be an infinite c.e. subset of B i , contradicting immunity of B i . Then letting F s+1 = F s ∪ E n , we ensured that W H e ⊆ B i . We then go to the next stage. This completes the construction.
Theorem 5.24. Let g be an increasing ∆ 0 2 function dominating µ ∅ ′ , and let B 0 , B 1 , . . . be a countable sequence of constant-bound immune sets. Then there is an infinite g-transitive set G such that B i is constant-bound G-immune for every i.
Proof. We construct the set G by the finite extension method. For this, we define a sequence F 0 F 1 . . . of finite g-transitive sets such that F n+1 F n > F n , 
